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Do you know that lions only succeed in a quarter of their hunting
attempts — which means they fail in 75% of their attempts and
succeeds in only 25% of them?
Despite this small percentage shared by most predators, they don’t
despair in their pursuit and hunting attempts.
The main reason for this is not because of hunger as some might think
but it is the understanding of the “Law of Wasted Efforts” that have
been instinctively built into animals, a law in which nature is governed.
Half of the eggs of fishes are eaten… half of the baby bears die before
puberty… most of the world’s rains fall in oceans… and most of the

Reverence towards Nature
O King of trees! I bow before you.
Brahma is in your roots, Vishnu is in
your body, Shiva is in your branches. In
every one of your leaves there is a
heavenly being.

seeds of trees are eaten by birds.
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“Life has taught me that when you have achieved everything that you have
aimed for in life, you still feel something missing. To get what one wishes and
to enjoy it too is seldom possible.”
-

Nani Palkhivala

Scientists have found that animals, trees, and other forces of nature are more receptive to the law of “wasted
efforts”.
Only humans think that the lack of success in a few attempts is failure… but the truth is that: we only fail
when we “stop trying”.
Success is not to have a life free of pitfalls and falls… but success is to walk over your mistakes and go beyond
every stage where your efforts were wasted looking forward to the next stage.
If there is a word that summarizes this world, it will simply be: “Continue!” All over again………
Stay Inspired.
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“Education is at the heart of the matter. Literacy is not enough. It is good to
have a population which is able to read; but infinitely better to have people able
to distinguish what is worth reading.”
Happenings this month:
Sustainable Agriculture

Happenings this
month:

Green technologies for Sustainable Agriculture Demonstrated and displayed at J.C.Bose nursery in
Vivekanandapuram campus. Farmers, college students and
other stakeholders are visiting this garden for getting
knowledge as well as for purchasing input materials and
tools etc. for farming activities from the Harit Surabhi –
organic shop. Panels of few technologies are shown below:

Nani Palkhivala
Happenings this month:
Sustainable Agriculture

Virtual (online) training on “Vermi compost and Vermi
Wash technology” was held on 31st October. 05
participants from 4 states attended the session.
Smt.S.Preamaltha acted as resource person.

Power point presentation during google meet

10,000 Palm seed plantation work carried at Biley
Research and Demonstration farm, Vivekanandapuram
campus during pandemic-19. Good harvest after 90 days
and good price too!
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“A survey came to the conclusion that even among the educated classes 97 percent of the
people could not think for themselves. They derived their opinions and beliefs from what
they heard on the radio or television or read in the newspapers”
Happenings this month:
Cost effective
construction technologies

Happenings this month

Book on ‘Ferro cement technology’ in Tamil published by
Vivekananda
Kendra
–
Nardep.
Author
Shri.V.Ramakrishnan. contents are given below:

Nani Palkhivala
Happenings this month:
Renewable Energy
Sources

Another book - ‘Bio-energy from Biomass’ by
Shri.V.Ramakrishnan in English has been published. The
contents are given below:
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“The survival of our democracy and the unity and integrity of the nation depend upon the realization
that constitutional morality is no less essential than constitutional legality. Dharma lives in the
hearts of public men; when it dies there, no Constitution, no law, no amendment, can save it”
- Nani Palkhivala
Happenings this month:
Renewable Energy
Sources

Happenings this month

Project Monitoring Committee meeting on
‘Portable biogas plant based on cow dung

Happenings this month:
Holistic Health &
Renewable Energy
Sources

Green health home worked for 4 days and treated 134
patients.

and biomass’ was held on 16th October.
Shri.Sailesh,

DDM,

NABARD,

Kanyakumari Dist. was also present.

Short videos on Home remedies presented by
Dr.Ganapathy were uploaded every day on youtube in the
month of October. Many people are appreciating the
efforts. Interested people can click greenrameswaram
youtube for easy access.
VK-Nardep prepared solar still from waste material for
preparing Gomutra – Ark at Technology Resource Center,
Kalluvilai. the bottom plate is made of fiber glass while
the top cone is made of low density polyethylene.

Power point presentation by Shri.V.Ramakrishnan

Virtual (online) training on “Bio-methanation technology”
was held on 31st October. 04 participants from 3 states
attended the session. Shri.V.Ramakrishnan acted as a
resource person.
KVIC, Mumbai organized a Virtual
(online) meeting for “Empanelment of
technical agencies for implementing
SFURTI cluster” on 16th October.
Shri.V.Ramakrishnan presented VKNardep’s proposal.

DST Core Support, New Delhi organized a
Virtual (online) webinar on 20th and 21st
October.
Shri.V.Ramakrishnan
and
Shri.Vasudeoji attended the meeting.
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“India is like a donkey carrying a sack of gold. The donkey does not know what
it is carrying but is content to go along with its load on the back”
-

Nani Palkhivala

Visions of Wisdom

Hind Swaraj
‘Hind Swaraj’ – 1909 – treatise on Antidevelopment work. Gandhi understood
instinctively
the
self-destructive
nature of industrialism, its pronounced
anti-human
character,
and
the
direction in which it was headed. For
these reasons, he concluded that it
could never enhance life. In making the
choice between machines and people, he
invariably rooted for people.
‘All that comes from the west on this
subject’, wrote Gandhi, comes tarred
with
the
brush
of
violence.
T.K.Mahadevan wrote in his book ‘Dwiga’
that Mahatma Gandhi was more
concerned with the enslavement of
people’s mind rather than with the
tyranny of empire.

Mahatma Gandhi
Nationalist, and political
ethicist, who employed
nonviolent resistance to
lead the successful
campaign for India's
independence from
British rule

Social and
Environmental Stress
This nonlinear dynamics of living
systems brings the importance of
recycling. You cannot dump your worn
out wastes somewhere else because
there is no place as ‘somewhere else’.
Similarly, there is nothing like ‘wind
fall profit’ unless it is taken from
somebody else’s pocket. There is an
optimal size for every structure,
every organization, every institution
and maximizing any single variable will
inevitably destroy the larger system.
This is called ‘stress’ in health filled,
maximizing a single variable in a living
organism will make the entire system
rigid and prolonged stress of this kind
will lead to illness. Same is the case
with economy. Maximizing profit, or
the GNP will make the economy more
rigid
and
induce
social
and
environmental stress.

Fritjof Capra
An Austrian-born
American physicist,
systems theorist and
deep ecologist

Calmness Accompanies
the Whole
Calmness accompanies the whole, fear
accompanies the part.
Solitude is perhaps a misnomer. To
me, being alone means togetherness.
The re-coming together of myself
and nature, of myself and being, the
reuniting of myself with all other
selves. Solitude especially means
putting the parts of my mind back
together, unifying the pieces of
myself scattered by anger and fear,
until I can once again see that the
little things are little and big things
are big.
The tools of the mind can be wrongly
used but the mind possesses no wrong
tools.

Carlos
Castaneda
An American
author. Influenced
with The Teachings
of Don Juan
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